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Background: 

The face of terrorism has been changing dramatically over the past decades. In the 1970s and early 
1980s, terrorist organizations typically had discrete and immediate political objectives—the release 
of compatriots from prison, the political independence of ethnic region or state, or the withdrawal 
from a conflict. To further these goals, terrorists engaged in kidnapping, hijacking, small-scale 
hostage-taking and other operations involving relatively low levels of violence. As summed-up by a 
leading expert in terrorism:  

“Traditional terrorists wanted a lot of people watching, not a lot of people dead.” 

Today’s “post-modern” terrorists have eschewed unconstrained or modulated violence. Many of 
these individuals and groups seek nothing but the wholesale collapse of Western Societies and 
Nations which they deem evil Western corrupt Bourgeoisie (Imperialism). These terrorists often 
embrace religious or quasi-religious ideologies based on ethnic or religious fanaticism best 
described and maintained in Cultic form based on brainwashed members”; and because they are 
brainwashed to believe their actions are justified to please a higher religious authority (Imam or 
Caliph), the ability to kill themselves or large numbers of individuals only reinforces the 
correctness of their actions.  

The blessings of Western free and open society also can provide cover for acts of terror and 
violence for terrorist groups such as MEK by just pretending to carry our Western values.   

Mek’s policy towards the West 
From the first days of the downfall of the Shah in Iran, Mek pressed for the downfall of Imperialists led by USA. 
Rajavi called for the second and the main phase of the Revolution in their official newspaper “Mojahed”: 

“OVERTHROWING the IMPERIALISM as the main SHAH” 

Mojahed Issue #4, P2: “the only way to the liberation {of Nations} is to struggle against Imperialism” 

In this respect Mek relied on the then the second supper power Soviet Union. 

Mek and assassination of Americans in 1970s 
Unlike when Masoud Rajavi was in Iran, denies assassinating the Americans at the Shah’s time. Below, on their 
official paper “Mojahed” issue #18 page7, published after the revolution during occupation of US Embassy, 
proudly claiming the Mek’s assassination of Americans as Mek’s superiority over others and government 
officials:  

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Mojahed Issue #18 P7 published after the revolution:  

(1) “At least none of the  American criminals have no doubt about our anti-imperialist stands, because they 
were the first to receive our bullets  in their chests after 1972”. 
 (2) “That is why they conspire against us by arresting Mohammad Reza Saadati while tracing CIA 
networks in Iran.”  
The title (3) reads; “A word with Revolutionary Guards brothers, who put bullets in the chests of American 
at the Shah's time?” 

 
Below Right: 
US Gov. Website; https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1969-76v27/d18  reads; 

“Lieutenant Colonel Lewis L. Hawkins was shot and killed as he walked from his home to work at the 
Directorate of Financial Management.  According to telegram 4249 from Tehran, June 16, a militant 
named Reza Reza’i was the alleged mastermind of the plot.”   

 
Below Left: 
Mek’s recent (2018) official Website,  

https://www.mojahedin.org/s?keyword=%D9%85%D8%AC%D8%A7%D9%87%D8%AF+%DA%A9%D8%A8%DB%8C%D8
%B1+%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7+%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A7%DB%8C%DB%8C  

 

Mek glorifying Reza Reza’i as Great Mojahed (He was head of Mek’s Central Committee then). 
 

 
Reza Rezai in Mek's recent (2018) official website praised as the Great Mojahed  
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Below:  Mek’s paper praising killing of the Americans even mentioning the names of the victims: 

 
Above: Mojahed issue #4, p2: 

subtitle (1) reads; 
 “Going to war with Imperialism led by American imperialism is the only way for the Liberation”.  

Paragraph (2) reads:  
”even many revolutionary operations were directed against American criminals. e.g: Revolutionary 
execution of General Price and Colonel Hawkins was masterminded and executed by Mojahedin Khaq, is 
the honor of the Iranian revolutionary movement in the recent years. 

 

 
Iran’s newspapers reporting the terror in June 1973 

 
 

MEK’s spying for the Russians: 
Background: One year prior to the Iranian revolution, an Iranian High ranking Lt. Gen Mr. Ahamd Mogharabi 
and Mr. Ali Naghi Rabani (a high ranking official of Ministry of Education) were executed by the Shah’s 
government for spying for Russians for 30 years. Russians desperately needed to know how the head of its spy 
network and his deputy were uncovered in Iran. After the revolution KGB asked Mek through Mr. Mohammad 
Reza Saadati member of the Mek’s leadership (an engineer who had a history of working in Iran’s Steel 
Company which was established and run by Russia since 1967 at the Shah’s time) and was Mek’s Russian 
contact person, to help them. Mek infiltrated in the Government offices accessed documents related to Lt Gen. 
Ahmad Mogharabi’s arrest.  

 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Left: Lt. Gen AhmadMogharabi spied for Russia for 30 years with his spying equipment.  
Right: Mr. Mohammad Reza Saadati Mek’s leadership and Russian connection  

After initial secret meetings with the Russians in Tehran, Mohammad Reza Saadati was arrested in Aug 24, 
1979, while handing the documents to the First Secretary of the Russian consulate Mr. Vladimir Fensinkow. 
Mr. Saadati was sentenced to 10 years of imprisonment, but Fensinkow was released due to his political 
immunity. Saadati was later executed by the Iranian Regime after Mek started armed struggle by bombing pro 
government Party HQ killing 120 members of the parliament. Saadati in a letter from prison opposed Mek’s 
armed struggle before his execution. New regime restricts Mek’s activities after finding out the nature of Mek. 

A detailed account of Mek-Saadati-Russian relation and above incident can be found in a Chapter 
“Saadati” of a book titled “Inside the KGB: My Life in Soviet Espionage” by Vladimir Kuzichkin, First Chief 
Directorate for Operations in Teheran. ISBN-13: 9780804109895 

MEK occupies US Consulates: 
Mek intensified its political propaganda against America as US Imperialism, that after the Shah it is 

imperialism led by US imperialism as the real Shah that must be 
toppled by armed struggle. Mek's official papers were filled with 
articles advocating against USA.  

This ended with the occupation of US embassy in Tehran by 
some students who later called themselves “supporters of 
Khomeini” who had never existed.  

When Mek faced no opposition for the US Embassy occupation 
in Tehran especially with Khomeini’s support for the action, they 
occupied American consulates in Isfahan and Tabriz cities 
independently and openly announcing it on their papers. 

Above : Mojahed Issue No. 11 P.3 The 
The Title (1) reads; 
“Report of how two of Mek members were injured while being thrown out of the American Consulate after  

they had occupied the Consulates in Esfahan and Tabriz Cities.” 
The Sub-title (2) reads; 

“how the American Consulate was occupied in Isfahan”. 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Above Left Pict: 

First from left, Jafar Zakeri with US Hostage, 
Above Right Pict: 

First from left Ebrahim Zakeri brother of Jafar Zakeri and one of the leaders of Mek with Masoud and 
Maryam Rajavi in Iraq. 

 
 
Below left:  

Mek’s official paper “Mojahed” endorses the seizure of US Embassy:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 

Above left: Mojahed issue #10 p.2 reads: Referring to seizure of the US Embassy:  
“we don’t consider politics as a business, if an action is considered correct in principal even it is taken by 
others we fully support and fully appreciate it and accept their leadership in that issue.”  

Also, praising the heroic seizure of the American Embassy and reminding the responsibility on the Iran’s 
officials to fight with Imperialism to the end. 
   

Above right: Mojahed Issue # 36: 
“Let’s prepare another Vietnam for America”  

 

 

Mojahed Issue # 36: 
“Let’s prepare another Vietnam for America”  

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Masoud Rajavi Calls for US Diplomats to be put on trial 

Above: Mojahed Issue #102 p2: 
Masoud Rajavi, Mek Leader in his communique demanding 

 “the US Diplomats must be put on trial… and not doing so by the officials shows that they are not anti-
Imperialists”.  

Mek’s strategy is to topple imperialism led by USA with armed struggle 

Mojahed Issue No.18 P7: Report reads: 
Above: 

 “From the first moments of the seizure of American spy nest we stationed our military  
Units in the US Embassy Compound to Guard the brave students who sieged the US Spy nest.” 

Important note: Mek has not only never officially changed, denounced or rejected their stratagy
but following this strategy is used as motivation inside their organization. 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Mek puts his military units under the command of the Revolutionary Guards: 

Above: 
The military communique  No. 23 of MEK, putting their military units under full command of the 
Revolutionary Guards to prepare to combat against US due to seizure of the US Embassy. 

Rajavi’s plan to overthrow the regime: 
Under goose of preparing to fight against US Imperialism, they organized Militia units that marched 
independently on the streets of Tehran. 

Below: Mek’s military presence of its Militia in the streets was not tolerated by the new 
government.   

In the war with Iraq, Mek 
assessment was that with the new 
regime’s inability to govern the 
country and the war at the same 
time while the military forces being 
occupied in the war front, Mek can 
topple the regime in the capital 
Tehran. Mek issued a military 
communique #25 giving an 
ultimatum to the government on 
June 18, 1981 and stated in it: “they 

will confront the regime with their full power from now on”. Two days later 
on June 20, 1981, Mek organized a rally without the consent of the 
government in Tehran where they intended to march towards the 
parliament and government buildings and Khomeni’s residence. 
Demonstrators clashed with the police resulting in many deaths and 
injured on both sides. Mek started military uprising as stated in its military 
communique #25. It followed by  
bombing campaign, killing many people by suicide bombings in the 
mosques and public places and a reign of terror began.  

Mojahed #127 P2, Military Communique #25 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Mek planned Mass Bombing to eliminate important figures of the Regime: 
Mek used his undercover elements in Government offices to eliminate political figures who considered as  
pro-West including Dr. Mohammad Beheshti who was educated in Germany. Dr. Baheshti was assassinated 
along with 120 party members in a bombing of their Party Congress Meeting by Mek member Mr. Mohammad 
Reza Kolahi in June 1981.  

Left: Dr. Beheshti, killed together with 120 Party members, Right: Mr. Kolahi who bombed Party HQ 
Center: Kolahi in Holland 

Later Presidential office was bombed killing the Iranian president and the prime minister by Mr. Masoud 
Kashmiri. 

Left: Masoud Kashmiri Mek member (the bomber)lives in Europe, 
Right: the assassinated president and the prime minister 

Thousands more ordinary people (shopkeepers,…) were assassinated by suicide bombings and hit squads for 
supporting the new government.  

Mek and Suicide bombing: 

Mek called the government of Ayatollahs, "those who will bring back 
the Imperialism" to justify their terror campaign.  

Masoud Rajavi Mek leader believed he must have been in the position of 
the leader of the revolution and it is stolen from him by the Ayatollah 
Khomeini. Masoud Rajavi planned to overthrow the new Regime.  

Mek was the first in the region to use barbaric techniques of 
suicide bombings in public places and mosques by under aged for mass 
killings.  

Above: 9 Mek Suicide bombers published in Mek’s official paper issue No. 261 

But against the Mek’s assessment, the Regime arrested all the operatives of the Mek and executed them in 
retaliation to the Mek’s reign of terror and bombings and killings. 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Rajavi tries to cover up his anti-Western stands: 
Masoud Rajavi who planned to topple the regime in a few 
months was aware of the west’s knowledge of his anti-Western 
and extremist stands especially due to killing US citizens at the 
Shah’s time and their seizure of US consulate in Isfahan and 
Tabriz and military support of US Embassy seizure in Tehran, 
used “Dr. Abolhassan Banisadr” the first president after the 
revolution as a cover up to his extremism and pretend to be 
a liberal while escaped with him to France.  

This self-exile was aimed at as Rajavi puts it:  
“Neutralizing the Imperialist’s measures of arresting Rajavi and 
also creating pro-Western alternatives in Rajavi’s absence while 
he overthrows the regime in Tehran from Paris”.  
Rajavi and Dr. Banisadr formed NCRI as an alternative to the regime in France.  Although Rajavi’s wife was 
killed in armed raids in Tehran, he married with Dr. Banisadr’s daughter in Paris to cover up his real 
intentions of using Dr. Banisadr and that he was sincere in their alliance!  

First reign of internal terror begins: 
After total defeat of the terror campagin inside Iran that was announced by Rajavi (without the consent of the 
Mek Central Committee) that lasted almost one year, thousands were arrested, tortured and executed by the 
regime of Iran. Members and supporters escape to neighboring countries, mainly to Iraqi Kurdistan province 
where more than 750 Mek dissident members were arrested and tortured by Mek due to their opposition to 
Rajavi’s terrorist policies prior to Rajavi’s relocation from Paris to Iraq. He also sentenced his deputy Mr. 
Ali Zarkesh to death in Paris for opposing Rajavi’s distructive armed struggle as terrorism, another member 
of the leadership Mr. Parivz Yaghobi was expelled from the organization, and many more left Mek.   

Rajavi selected Mrs. Maryam Azedanlou (Maryam Rajavi) a low ranking member of the organization then 
Masoud Rajavi’s personal secretary and the wife of Mehdi Abrishamchi members of Mek’s Politburo as his 
deputy. Masoud Rajavi force divorced Maryam Azedanlou and married with her, calling it an Ideological 
revolution!!!  

L-R: Mehdi Abrishamchi (Maryam Rajavi’s previous husband), Maryam Rajavi’s brother, Masoud Rajavi, Maryam Rajavi

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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MEK under Saddam Hossein of Iraq 
Saddam plans to take advantage of Rajavi’s scattered forces in Iraq in his war with Iran. 

The France’s awareness of Rajavi’s terrorist nature, results in asking Rajavi to leave France. Saddam Hossein of 
Iraq that has been helping to organize Rajavi’s forces from neighboring countries of Iran into Iraq since the 
beginning of the war uses the opportunity to bring him to Iraq in 1986 to be utilized in his war with Iran. 

Dr. Banisadr (First Iranian Democratically elected President) soon discovers Rajavi’s collaboration 
with Saddam Hussein of Iraq and also being utilized by Mek as a cover to pose as a Liberal Organization in the 
West, condemns Rajavi’s alliance with Saddam Hussein and warns Rajavi of going to Iraq and departs from 
Mek’s NCRI. Following Dr. Banisadr’s departure from NCRI major members of the NCRI such as Kurdish 
Democratic Party of Iran… also left.  

In Iraq Saddam Hussein used Mek’s members to form a small army and calls it “National Liberation 
Army NLA” to fight the Iranian army at Iraq’s borders.  Mek launches a few border attacks for two years.  

Ceasefire in Iran-Iraq war puts NLA and Masoud Rajavi at a dead end 
Ceasefire in 1988 is called by Iran in the war with Iraq which 
brought about and end to the Mek’s use in Iraq for Saddam 
Hossein. Rajavi made a suicidal attack on Iran as the last chance 
before the official ceasefire is signed. Mek’s total defeat in the attack 
left Masoud Rajavi with 1400 Mek members killed and hundreds 
injured, Rajavi found himself trapped at a dead end.  

Rajavi Claims to be sent by the God: 
Rajavi announces to be sent by the God and to be the (Imam) 

Calipha (representative of God on the Earth) and all the
members must blindly obey him and his orders as rule of God. 
Many oppose and intend to leave Mek. Rajavi force divorces the 
families of the Mek’s members. Separate their children from their 
parents and sends them around the world. A reign of suppression 
of the dissident members begins and Rajavi openly calls for Iron 
fist reaction to the opposition to his totalitarian rule. Hundreds 
of dissident members (men and women) are arrested and 
tortured some missing some claimed to have committed suicide! 

Above: some of the members of Mek claimed to 
 have committed suicide inside Mek’s Camp Asharf

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Masoud Rajavi fully supports September 11, 2001 terrorist act. 
In the presence of 4000 members Rajavi praises the Sept. 11, and celebrates it as a struggle against 
Imperialism. Many members ask to leave Mek because of such a terroristic stand, which were jailed.  

Masoud and Maryam Rajavi escaped from Iraq leaving 4000 members behind. 
In 2003, Saddam Hossein himself is overthrown putting an end to the Mek’s presence in Iraq. Masoud and 
Maryam Rajavi escape from Iraq where Masoud Rajavi goes to hiding not to face the charges of terrorism 
against USA, cooperation with Saddam Hussein in suppression of the Kurds and its own members in Camp 
Ashraf in Iraq, and Maryam takes residence in France. US army disarms Mek and gives them protected persons 
status in Iraq.  

New Iraqi government headed by Mr. Maliki asks Mek to leave Iraq. Mek who could not control its members in 
a free country and staying in Iraq was crucial for it, plans to overthrow Maliki by hiring 2000 under aged Iraqis 
from within Saddam supporters and trains them to help overthrow their own government where it is 
discovered by the Iraqis. US Army leaves Iraq and Iraqi forces attempt to take control of the Camp Ashraf.  

Mr. Rajavi who is determined to stop his members from reaching free world calls Camp Ashraf Iran’s second 
Capital that must be defended with the price of all its residence being killed for it (while he himself and his wife 
were the first to escape), Rajavi’s order his members to resist by phrasing it as: 

“For every thousands of you who are martyred in defending Camp Ashraf is equivalent to, me once conquering 
Tehran and after 3 thousands of you martyred it is like I have conquered Tehran three times.”  
Their resistance results in tens of Mek members being killed and injured in clashed with Iraqi forces.  

US intervenes and Mek is forced to relocate to “Camp Liberty” as a transition camp to a third country. 
In  Liberty camp Rajavi prevents families of his members who had come from Iran to meet them.

Families of Mek members demanding to meet their children at the gate of Liberty Camp Iraq 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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Mek orders self-emulation after Maryam Rajavi is arrested in Paris by French Judiciary 

12 commit self-emulation which two women (right) die as a result in the West 

 Three of those who survived 

Masoud Rajavi as the Calipha orders cult members to kill families 
Mr. Masoud Rajavi publishes a book in his own name calling the family of the Mek members, “the agents of the 
Iranian regime” and asks his members to kill their families that oppose Rajavi in many occasions including 
Page 20 of Masoud Rajavi's Book. 

 Link to the book on Mek’s Website; https://image.mojahedin.org/links/books/890901_Khanevadeh.pdf 

     Page 20 of Masoud Rajavi's Book (families) 

The picture above left from MEK official website shows the book in the PDF format available in the following 
link: 
https://www.mojahedin.org/links/books/890901_Khanevadeh.pdf 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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MEK and their support for ISIS 

Rajavi seeking the good old days of Saddam Hussein supports ISIS’s military takeover of Iraq. 

Above: Official Website of Mek:  
Calling ISIS occupation of Mosel in Iraq the advancement of the Iraqi  

Revolutionaries to topple The Prime minister Maleki in the hope of going 
under the support of the Bath Party Leaders in ISIS after ISIS take over Iraq. 

Mek withholds its members from contacting Western Bourgeoisie 
Mek members are cut off from the world for decades, this time in Albania by pretending to save them from 
Western Bourgeoisie. In the latest attempt Mek forced members to sign an obligation paper to stay in an 
isolated Barracks in Tirana forever. The following file (a copy of the obligation paper) was smuggled out of Mek 
by those who escaped in Tirana-Albania, clearly shows the cultic and anti-Western, tactics of Mek to 
manipulate the minds of its members against outside world. the file reads:  

MY strategy is overthrowing- Campaign No. 10  
Treaty to Overthrow and Declaration of Irreversible Mek Membership 

Request to be displaced to Ashraf 3 Camp (in Tirana-Albania)  

 1. The Fourth founders of the National Liberation Army and Mek inside and outside Iran are
engaged  in a campaign to overthrow the Regime and preparation of its means in all directions.
 2. With respect to the past martyrs in Ashraf and Liberty Camps my way is to remain a Mojahed
and  die as a Mojahed and my tactic is overthrowing.
Those who escape the jihad for Allah and turn their back to it will stir up the wrath of Allah,  and
for such a deadly sin they deserve to be in the Hell. (Followed by a verse of Koran endorsing it)  Those who
break this Holy Oath are the examples of those whom raise the anger of the Allah and deserve  to be
cursed.  (Followed by a verse of Koran endorsing it)
 3. Once again I am given to understand on behalf of the NLA and Mek that, if I can’t stand to my
own Holy  Oath and agreement and all previous commitments, and if I do not seek the
overthrowing, I should leave  and peruse my personal life. But no, I distance from such a
humiliation of submitting to the  bourgeoisie by ignoring my Holy Oath that will make Khomeini
laugh at me in his grave.
 4. Alas, if I have come to Europe to live in a secure place. Alas, if I leave the  revolutionary  struggle,
and to be  drowned in the Ideology of sexuality and selfishness that  will convert me  to a corpse.
 5. ..
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 6. The great Jihad meaning continuous revolution against reaction and anti-revolutionary
Bourgeoisie  by sincerely confessing my sins in the daily collective meetings (brainwash) which is
the great  necessity for the victorious overthrowing and also promotion of the Mek in this historic
moment.
7...

Name: Signature: 

http://www.nototerrorism-cults.com/
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All Mek documents referred to in this paper are published after 1979, therefore are the official positions of Mek led by Masoud and Maryam Rajavi 
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Mek’s suicidal action readiness even at High Ranking Levels 
Below is the letter of Suicidal Readiness of Alireza Jafarzadeh Mek’s US representative published on Mek’s 
Mojahed publication #127 p11.  
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	In this respect Mek relied on the then the second supper power Soviet Union.
	Saddam plans to take advantage of Rajavi’s scattered forces in Iraq in his war with Iran.



